Abstract. A method to recover structural parameters of looped jointed objects from multiframes is being developed. Each rigid part of the jointed body needs only to be traced at two (that is at junction) points. This method has been linearized for 4-part loops, with recovery from at least 19 frames.
Introduction
In his papers Johansson, [1] , drew attention to the capability of a man to reconstruct motion and shape of an object if only two traceable points are available on each rigid part of a jointed object. Most of known algorithm for recovery of structure from motion require more (or even significantly more) traceable features to recover motion of rigid bodies alone (compare [3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] ).
Several attempts have been therefore made to make use of the jointedness property of jointed objects to utilize the psychological observation of Johansson. Clocksin, [2] , tried to recover the structure of joins of an object (the join structure shows which visible points are rigidly connected); He used a heuristic approach based on prediction of motion of rigidly connected points. First, he assumed that all points are rigidly connected and then broke rigid connection for points not fitting the predicted pattern of motion.
Rashid, [5] , tried also to recover heuristically the structure of joins. He estimated relative positions and speeds of all pairs of points for a given number of projections (25 or 30). Then he discovered the join structure finding minimal spanning tree of the graph of all points calculating weights of branches from correlation of position and speed of points. A weakness of this approach is missing three dimensional interpretation of motion of points which may lead under some circumstances to erroneous interpretation of joins.
To interpret Johnson's figures, O'Rourke and Badler, [6] , used background knowledge about the join structure of the observed jointed object (human body shape in their case). The model was confronted with the image enabling to reconstruct the position even of invisible parts of the object. Hoffman and Flinchbaugh, [4] , elaborated a method of reconstruction of structure of joins and of 3-dimensional structure of Johansson's figures assuming that the motion of all rigid parts in the image is planar.
Webb and Aggarwal, [9, 7, 8] , made also restrictive assumptions -that all traceable points of the object rotate around a fixed rotation axis.
Lee, [12] , showed that one can recover structure and motion parameters of two rigidly connected points even assuming only a fixed direction of rotation.
In this paper we investigate a different assumption about the jointed object. We assume that the rigid parts of the object form a loop or loops (see Fig.1 ) and that the traceable points are the junction points. We will concentrate on loops composed of 4 rigid parts only and demonstrate that the task can be linearized if 19 images are available. We handle orthogonal projections only. Planarity of motion is not required.
The Method
The fundamental approach to the problem of structure and motion from multiframes is to find and utilize one (or more) invariant properties combining visible quantities with global unknowns (not engaging unknowns local to the single image). Surprisingly, for orthogonal projections of looped jointed objects the property is analogous to three-point rigid objects case described in [13] .
Let us consider a loop consisting of points P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n , P 1 . Then obviously the sum of vectors P 1 P 2 , P 2 P 3 ..P n P 1 fulfills the equation:
Let us assume that the image plane is the XY plane (the projection direction is then along the Z-axis). The above relation is also true for component vectors of these vectors in each direction. Let P k P j z be the Z-direction component of P k P j . We have:
But this means that if ||P k P j || denotes the length of the vector P k P j then there exists a combination of +'s and -'s such that we get a result equal to 0 in the equation below:
Let us denote by P ′ j the projection of point P j . Obviously:
This is an equation in n unknowns (lengths of line segments P 1 P 2 , P 2 P 3 , . . . , P n−1 P n , P n P 1 ). From n images we can get in principle n (most probably independent) equations and just find the unknown lengths of rigid edges of the jointed objects. Once these lengths are known, the position of the object in space for each frame is known (up to shift along the Z axis and reflections about the XY plane).
Let us restrict now our treatment to the case of only four traceable points (a loop of four rigid parts). Let us call the traceable points P, Q, R, S and their projections P ′ , Q ′ , R ′ , S ′ respectively (see fig.2 ). Let us also introduce the following notation for global unknowns:
Quantities obtainable (measurable) from i'th frame are as follows:
We will occasionally drop the i-index if we are talking about only one (current) frame. Under this notation the eq. 4 turns to:
We will show now how this equation can be turned to "linear" form. Details are given in the Appendix A. The principle is to square out the square roots (i -the index of the frame), we can write the above eq. 7 in the plain form:
We have now one linear equation in 19 variables for each frame. Though the variables and coefficients are dependent, they are not linearly dependent. Hence 19 frames from a free motion of this body may allow us to recover the object parameters a, b, c, d. The subsequent example demonstrates our approach.
An Example
We assumed a jointed body with rigid edge lengths P Q = 2, QR = 3, RS = 4, SP = 1. Then randomly 19 positions of this body have been generated (see fig. 3 ) using the following degrees of freedom: distance between P and R, distance between Q and S, rotations around X, Y and Z axes. We measured the distances between projected points in the respective frames which are contained in tab. 1. (The high precision stems from the fact that we simulated data.) Then we calculated the matrix of coefficients f i,1 ..., f i,19 , f i,0 below for all frames i=1..19. given in the Appendix B.
Then we solved for x 1 , ...., x 19 to obtain the result given below (for most interesting variables):
(Original values were a = 4, b = 9, c = 16, d = 1 resp.).
To investigate the impact of observational errors, the same experiment has been repeated assuming that the precision of measurement of position of projected points is up to three leading digits. The results were:
Discussion
The example demonstrates the principal possibility of linear recovery of shape parameters on a 4 part looped rigid object. Advantages and disadvantages of the approach are visible. The advantage is the need to solve a linear equation system only instead of multivariable high order non-linear one. No restrictions are posed on the motion pattern of the object or on relative motion of its jointed parts. The disadvantages are: the great number of frames needed (nearly as much as used by Rashid [5] ), and the danger of rounding errors.
A more close study should be devoted to the impact of imprecision of position of projections of traceable points. Experiments with reduction of precision of up to three digits did not prove totally destructive.
One may wonder whether it is possible to apply the same technique for longer loops of rigid parts. The eq. (4) can be always "squared out" to obtain an algebraic equation which in turn may be converted to a linearized form. However, the number of variables will explode making practical application not feasible. We can see this already when comparing the case of 3-part loops (see [13] ) and the 4-part loops (as described above). Linearization in the former case increases the number of necessary equations from 3 to 4, and in the latter case from 4 to 19.
Still another question is the validity of the looped object model. Elsewhere we demonstrate that for rigid bodies a test can be applied from frame to frame to check whether or not the points belong to the same rigid body. Regrettably, we cannot construct such a two-frame test for general looped objects. Only after we have determined all the edge lengths, we can check whether or not they fit geometrical requirements for each frame considered (whether they can close a loop or not). If we want to guess which n points constitute a looped jointed object, we need to use some clues from the image, e.g. the fact that points are connected in the image by a straight line or by a curved line.
We clearly can always run at risk of not being able to recover the structure at all (the matrix of the equation system may be singular). This can happen if the sequence of images is partially non-informative, e.g. if the object does Table 1 : Distaces between projections of points P, Q, R, S measured for frames 1-19 in a simulation run.
not move from frame to frame (so we get all images identical), or if it is only shifted and not rotated, or if it is rotated only around the axis perpendicular to the projection plane, etc. Also the looped object may in fact behave like a rigid body, but in this case there exists a simple test to detect this. Last but not least we shall ask whether looped jointed objects may be observed in the reality. Though such objects are hardly observed in nature, many man-made mechanisms possess a structure which operate like jointed looped objects (think e.g. of the coupling system for Apollo space ships).
Conclusion
• A method has been outlined to recover structural parameters of looped jointed objects from multiframes.
• This method has been linearized for 4-part loops. The number of necessary frames is 19.
• Extension of linearization approach to longer loops is possible in principle, but will lead to unrealistic requirements concerning the number of necessary frames.
Appendix A
Below we sketch transformations required to 'linearize' the equation (7):
First we square the equation to obtain:
We square again to obtain:
And after the third squaring we finally eliminate square root and get:
Finally, a rearrangement leads to equation (indices i dropped): 
Then, if we represent constant expressions as fi,0 −fi,19 (i -the index of the frame), we can write the above eq. (13) as:
fi,1x1 + fi,2x2 + fi,3x3 + fi,4x4 + fi,5x5 + fi,6x6 + fi,7x7 + fi,8x8 + fi,9x9 + fi,10x10 +fi,11x11 + fi,12x12 + fi,13x13 + fi,14x14 + fi,15x15 +fi,16x16 + fi,17x17 + fi,18x18 + fi,19x19 + fi,0 = 0 (16) 
